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The field of fiber lasers and fiber optic devices has experienced a
sustained rapid growth despite witnessing the infamous ‘telecom
bubble burst’. All-fiber optic devices have inherent advantages of
relatively low cost, compact design, light weight, low maintenance,
and increased vibration tolerances. In this research, various new
fiber lasers operating in Q-switching and mode-locking modes
are proposed and demonstrated. At first, Q-switched Erbiumdoped fiber lasers are demonstrated using a homemade passive
saturable absorber (SA) based on single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs) and graphene oxide films. For instance, with the use
of a SWCNTs-Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) SA, the laser has a multiwavelength output at 1533.5 nm region with a repetition rate of 13.1
kHz, pulse width of 7.2 μs and pulse energy of 21 nJ at the pump
power of 64 mW. Two mode-locked EDFLs are also demonstrated
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Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF) is an alternative to solid
wood used in furniture industries. As an engineered wood, MDF
needs to establish the strength level to guarantee its quality.
The test procedures for mechanical and physical properties of
MDF should conform to a specified standard, prior to releasing
processed fiberboards for manufacturing. These tests are costly
for they involve a high amount of resources, especially to research
institutions. The primary aim of this research is to reduce testing
time of three lengthy procedures; namely, 24-hour thickness
swelling, 24-hour water absorption and 48-hour moisture content.
An intelligent predictive model will replace the lengthy procedures
by predicting the properties using known fiberboard characteristics.
Back-propagation algorithm is a training method widely used in a
multilayer perceptron Neural Network model. It optimizes random
values for network weights and biases. However, the result
normally faces local optima problems. This situation can be solved
by embedding Genetic Algorithm (GA) in the network to replace
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using a homemade SA based on SWCNTs. For instance, a stable
mode-locked EDFL is demonstrated using SWCNTs-PVA SA to
generate a dissipative soliton pulse train operating in 1533.6 nm
region. At pump power above the threshold value of 35.2 mW,
the EDFL generates a self-starting pulse train with duration of
1.8 ps and repetition rate of 15.3 MHz. Besides showing good
Q-switching and mode-locking performances, the proposed new
saturable absorbers are easy to fabricate and cheap. Finally, we
explore a new technique based on nonlinear polarization rotation
(NPR) to demonstrate both Q-switched and mode-locked fiber
lasers.For instance, a stable passive Q-switched EDFL operating
at 1534.5 nm region is demonstrated by employing a polarization
dependent isolator and a highly nonlinear Erbium-doped fiber
(EDF) to induce intensity dependent loss in a sufficiently-high
lossy ring cavity. A simple NPR based EDFL with three switchable
operation states have also been successfully demonstrated by
employing a 6.9 km long dispersion shifted fiber (DSF) in the ring
cavity. It firstly generates a square dissipative soliton pulse with a
repetition rate of 87 kHz.Then, the laser produces a fundamental
repetition rate of 29 kHz with a fixed pulse width of 8.5 μs with
the maximum pulse energy of 131.5 nJ is achieved at the pump
power of 116.7 mW. Finally, the EDFL produces a fixed pulse
width of 2.8 μs and harmonic pulse repetition rate of 58 kHz.
Q-switched and mode-locked EDFLs have wide and important
applications in many fields such as optical communications, laser
micro-machining, optical sensors and laser ablation.

back-propagation method. GA uses its reproduction capability
to evolve from local minima scenario through crossover and
mutation operators. Crossover and mutation activities contribute
towards the quality of offspring and the operators’ probability
rates control the chances of reproduction. Nevertheless, a
fixed probability rates will cause convergence to be slower; for
the activities constantly take place regardless of the changes
in population fitness. Therefore, adjustment for suitable rates
is important. Adaptive mechanism adapts the best parameters
of current generation for optimum performance in the next
generation. A variable rate adapts with the current population
environment and therefore increases the searching ability. A new
adaptive mechanism is done by scanning through the fitness
mean and median of the population using the prediction error.
Through rank selection technique, the chromosomes are sorted
based on the fitness function to learn about the population of
current generation. The adaptive mechanism on GA has allowed
earlier convergence as compared to the ordinary GA with fixed
probability rates. Comparison analysis shows the cost difference
using the new method and the existing method to prove method
efficiency. This research discusses three predictive models using
multilayer perceptron NN with different optimizers. The first
model uses BP; the second is hybrid GA-NN model; and finally a
hybrid GA-NN model with an adaptive mechanism. The result has
reduced time taken and experimental cost for the lengthy testing
procedures. Consequently, during the experimental tests, pilot
plants will only need to carry out tests, which consume minimum
time to complete. The novelty of the research is a hybrid GA-NN
model with new adaptive mechanism, along with contributions of
reduction in experimental time and costs for MDF testing.
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